
       The Purpose Octagon - Module #12 
        Incorporation 

 
NOTE: Module #12 is a lengthy module. What you will find below is just the first couple of                  
pages.  Additional pages will be released on a weekly basis. 
 
 
12:1 Categorizing 
In this exercise you will pull together into a single edited document the nuggets you received                
from soul. You will cut and paste from your soul encounter notes (that you recorded during the                 
first ten modules,) and then paste each nugget into the appropriate Octagon basket (there are               
eight of them: Vision, Powers, etc…  see the Purpose Facets handout.) 
 
You will want to have two handouts nearby as you do this. 
Modules Table - This handout will help you identify the seven soul-encounter practices in blue. 
Purpose Facets - Use this handout to help you disambiguate the eight dimensions of purpose. 
 
Begin with Module 1. 
 
Step 1 - Search the Modules Table to identify which practices in blue are indicating that Module’s                 
soul-encounter practices. In the first Module, the soul-encounter practice you engaged with was             
Evolution’s Purpose (1:4.) 
 
Step 2 - Read through your notes, recalling what you discovered during your engagement with               
Evolution's Purpose (1:4.) Line by line, reading what you wrote, determine which of the eight               
dimensions of purpose Soul was communicating to you about. Use the “Purpose Facets”             
handout to help you recall definitions of each facet. 
 
Step 3 - Cut and paste each soul communication nugget from your Evolution’s Purpose (1:4) and                
paste it into the appropriate basket in the Summary Sheet below. 
 
Now repeat this process for each of the other Modules, incorporating all other blue soul               
encounter practices, and also adding the green practice “Editing Your Deductive Purpose” (4:6).             
You will be complete with this exercise (12:1) when you have gone line by line through all your                  
soul encounter notes up through Module 10. You will be left with a Nuggets Page that                
represents a fully sorted Purpose Octagon, which may be quite lengthy.  
 
Don’t move on to the next exercise (12:2) until you have given a few hours to this sorting                  
process. Don’t rush through it. Procure a warm beverage, some soft lighting, a comfy chair, and                
immerse yourself in your notes. Let yourself sink into your connection with Soul. Take your time                
until you feel the connection. If needed, use one of the recordings to facilitate this connection.                
Then, with the “eyes” of soul, go through your notes, line by line, pulling out the lively,                 
psychoactive, and transmissive nuggets. Notice when you switch into a rational editor’s mode,             
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and then come back to seeing your notes through soul’s eyes. Ego will naturally want to do the                  
editing for you. Don’t let it. This is a job for Soul. Trust yourself, you can do this. Let the                    
reading/sifting through your notes awaken, affirm and inspire you to boldly move forward into              
your life of deep purpose. 
 
 
12:1 Summary Worksheet - “Nuggets Page” 
 
1. Vision: Your soul's dream (or imagining) of an ideal/evolved world, were you to embody your                
deepest aspiration and purpose.  

- 

- 

- 

 

2. Values: The soul-level principles (core ideals or beliefs) that support your purpose and give               
shape to your efforts.  

- 

- 

- 

 
3. Powers: The soul’s purpose as expressed, manifested and supported through your inherent             
strengths and talents. Your Core Powers are your natural soul level abilities or genius that is                
native to you.  
  
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
 
4. Essence: What your mere presence does to people to transform them. The effortless               
radiance of your being. The core of who you are without doing anything.  
 
- 
 
- 
 
-  
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5. Giveaway: What you actively do to people to transform them. This is your soul-level                
offering, process, or gift. It is vital to understand that the giveaway is the unique way to “give                  
away” your gift to life, not a job. 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
 
6. Task:   A calling, assignment, or mission that you undertake to support your Vision. 
 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
 

7. Message:  A single fundamental truth you were designed to propagate. 

- 

- 

- 

 

8. Delivery System: The visible system (career, profession, vocation) through which you offer              
your giveaway to the world.  

- 

- 

- 
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12:2 Composing - Creating Purpose Statements 
Now it is time to glean from the crown jewels you gathered in your nuggets page three polished                  
purpose jewels: a single sentence and a multi-sentence Purpose Statement and a multi-page             
version.  Let’s start with the multi-sentence version. 
 
Step 1 - Set aside a few hours to meditate on your nuggets page. Don’t rush through it.                  
Procure a warm beverage, some soft lighting, a comfy chair, and immerse yourself in your               
Nuggets Page from exercise 12:1. Let yourself sink into your connection with Soul. Take your               
time until you feel the connection. If needed, use one of the recordings to facilitate this                
connection. Then, with the “eyes” of soul, go through the Nuggets Page, facet by facet,               
beginning with Vision, pulling out the crown jewels that are lively, psychoactive, and             
transmissive. Notice when you switch into a rational editor’s mode, and then come back to               
seeing your Nuggets Page through soul’s eyes. Ego will naturally want to do the editing for you.                 
Don’t let it. This is a job for Soul. Trust yourself, you can do this. Let the reading/sifting                  
through your Nuggets Page awaken, affirm and inspire you to boldly move forward into your life                
of deep purpose. 
 
Step 2 - Spend about 10 minutes reading, contemplating, re-reading and contemplating some             
more, the nuggets under “Vision.” Next, let intuition/Soul guide you to compose a single pithy               
sentence that contains the essence of your Vision. 
 
Step 3 - After you complete composing a single sentence for Vision, move on to Values, then                 
Powers, until you have a shimmering sentence for each of the 8 facets of purpose. Copy them                 
below. 
 

My Vision is  

My Values are  

My Core Powers are  

My Essence is  

My Giveaway is  

My Task is  

My Message is  

My Delivery System is  
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Step 4 - Using the Octagon Formula, drop each of your pith sentences into the appropriate                

places below. Take your time with this. It may take awhile to integrate all your pith sentences                 

into a powerful, well-written Purpose Statement. Some people have created two versions of             

their statement: the first cleaves closely to the Octagon Formula, the second is a more poetic                

rendering.  

  

Octagon Formula: I support my [Vision], through: (a) my conviction that life  

[Value] ( b) my proclivity for [Core Powers] and ( c) my essential nature as [Essence.] I fulfill my                   

[Task] through (a) my [Message], (b) the [Giveaway] process, and (c) through the [Delivery              

System].  

  

Octagon Example: I support my vision of a consciously evolving world through: (a) my              

conviction that life is a precious growth opportunity , (b) my proclivity for organizing philosophical               

systems, and (c) my essential nature as wholeness.  

I fulfill my task of inspiring humanity to actively engage conscious evolution through: (a) my                

message , “that you are the evolutionary impulse wanting to bring more Goodness, Truth and               

Beauty into the world,” (b) the whole person midwifery process , and (c) through delivery               

systems such as Spiritual Teacher, Purpose Guide, Psychotherapist and Integral Mentor.  
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